
Highlights of Northwestern Student/Teacher/Parent Survey  

March 8, 2021 

Student Data 3/8/2021  597 responses 

66.7%   Would like to remain as is (4 days in person/1 remote/remote student continue) 

 (I would assume that our 9.7% online students would also prefer keeping the current structure, as it  

  would not impact their world, which would make it 76.4% in favor of remaining at 4 days per week) 

All Buildings: 76.4% 

ES: 61% 

MS: 77% 

HS: 87% 

 

23.6%   Would like to return five days a week   

All Buildings: 23.6% 

ES: 39% 

MS: 23% 

HS: 13% 

 

79.6%  Students shared that the year overall is better than expected. 

70.2%  Student shared that overall remote learning is about or better than expected for remote learning 

71%  Of students reported their teachers are overall available for support and questions 

 

Teacher Data 3/8/2021 78 responses  

88.4% Reported overall the year was about or better than what was expected 

89.7% Reported the current structure (four days in person/one remote, some remote students) was about or 

better than expected. 

89.7% Reported that the four day/one remote/some online was the optimal structure during the pandemic 

79% Would like to remain as is (four days in person/one remote/ all remote students continue) 

All Buildings: 79% 

ES: 89% 

MS: 82% 

HS: 50% 

 

20.5%   Would like five days a week, but not with remote students 

All Buildings: 20.5% 

ES: 11% 

MS: 18% 

HS: 50% 



 

 

 

Parent Data 3/8/2021 646 responses (parents could submit based on number of students) 

49.1%   Would like to remain as is (four days in person/one remote/all remote students continue) 

  (I would assume that our 8.3% online parents would also prefer keeping the current structure, as it  

  would not impact their world, which would make it 57.4% in favor of remaining at 4 days per week) 

All Buildings: 57.4% 

ES: 54% 

MS: 62% 

HS: 70% 

 

42.6%   Would like five days a week 

All Buildings: 42.6% 

ES: 46% 

MS: 38% 

HS: 30% 

 

79.7% Report for four days in person/one remote day report about or better than expected 

 


